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Legal environment in China

- Information controlled via intermediary liability
- Fines
- License revocations
- And more
Tencent’s QQMail

- Tencent operated (WeChat, QQ, …)
- Very popular in China
- gmail.com blocked in China
- Bound by Chinese laws
Want to measure how email message content is censored

- Without requiring QQMail accounts
- Without requiring vantage points in China
Sender

SMTP port 465

DNS server

MX record lookup

Recipient

Sender’s SMTP server

SMTP port 25

Recipient’s MX server
SMTP Error:
Mailbox unavailable

Bounce email
How can we tell if a message is censored?

- “Mail content denied” → message censored
- Even if the recipient address does not exist
- Use nonexistent recipient address
- “Mailbox unavailable” → message not censored
SMTP Error: Mailbox content denied
How do we generate test messages?

1. Randomly compiled from other keyword lists (hundreds of thousands of keywords)
2. Spliced from Chinese-language Tweets
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What’s triggering the censorship?

- Ruohan et al. (FOCI 2019)
- Efficiently determine which combination of keywords censored a message
- Using as few test messages as possible
Keyword combination

E.g., 习主席 + 辞职 + 提出
(Chairman Xi + resignation + proposed)

Each of the keyword combination’s components must be present somewhere in the message, in any order.
天赋人权 + 勿忘六四

(natural rights + don’t forget June 4)
173 censored keyword combinations

- Political System: 33
- Xinjiang: 35
- Mobilization: 16
- Dissident: 9
- Tiananmen: 6
- Power Struggle: 29
- Falun Gong: 5
- Tibet: 1
- General: 2
- Xi Jinping: 32
- Party leader: 3
- Tencent: 2
Plurality Xinjiang-related

- 东突同胞解放 (the liberation of East Turkistan compatriot)
- 维吾尔人失踪 (Uyghurs are missing)
- 低劣种族 + 新疆 (low-class ethnicity + Xinjiang)
Related to Tencent CEO Ma Huating

- 女子 + 马化腾 (bitch + Ma Huating)
- 马化腾 + 人渣 (Ma Huating + scum)
38 extenuating combinations

- Keyword combinations whose presence disables censorship of one or more censored keyword combinations
- None of them seem intuitive
- 刘士辉 (Liu Shihui) extenuates 122 / 173 censored keyword combinations
- 8 extenuating combinations only extenuate one censored keyword combination
Some seem a bit spammy

- 淘宝兼职 (Taobao part-time)
- 官网注册 + 棋牌游戏 (official website registration + board games)
- 绩 + 成 (achievement + success)
- URL shorteners (e.g., bit.ly/, baid.us/, t.cn/)
Others seem like they should be censored themselves

- 刘士辉 (Liu Shihui, a human rights defender) extenuates 不会颁发和平奖的奖章 (no Peace Prize Medal will be awarded)
- 一个光明的民主中国 (bright democratic China) extenuates 兵变 + 北京出事 (mutiny + incident in Beijing)
- 法輪功 (Falun Gong, in traditional Chinese) extenuates 法轮大法 (Falun Dafa, in simplified Chinese)
Hypotheses

● Deliberate behavior
  ○ Balance requirements of mainland Chinese censorship with expectations of overseas users
  ○ Allow some criticism of government

● Misconfiguration
  ○ E.g., extenuating are a different category of keyword, such as spam
  ○ Once a keyword is discovered, all other keyword checks are short circuited
  ○ Groups such as Voice of America often spam Chinese email accounts
Extenuating combinations ruin censorship measurements

Assume that both “a + b” and “x” are censored keyword combinations.

Assume that keyword combination “Z” extenuates “x”.

スター: censored (by “a + b”)
スター: no longer censored
スター+b: still censored (by “a + b” AND “x”)
スター+b: still censored (by “x”)
スター+b: no longer censored
スター+b
Significance of understanding extenuating combinations

- Discovering them gives us a more complete picture of censorship
- Knowledge of them presents evasion opportunities
- If you don’t consider their existence, then your censorship measurements can be subtly wrong
- Their intended purpose in this case is perplexing
For a deep dive into our data:

https://github.com/citizenlab/chat-censorship/qqmail
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